Nanoliter Sensing for Infrared Bioanalytics.
Nondestructive label-free bioanalytics of microliter to nanoliter sample volumes with low analyte concentrations requires novel analytic approaches. For this purpose, we present an optofluidic platform that combines surface-enhanced in situ infrared spectroscopy with microfluidics for sensing of surface-immobilized ultrathin biomolecular films in liquid analytes. Submonolayer sensitivity down to surface densities of few ng/cm2 is demonstrated for the adsorption of the thiolate tripeptide glutathione and for the recognition of streptavidin on a biotinylated enhancement substrate. Nonfunctionalized and functionalized metal island films on planar oxidized silicon substrates are used for signal enhancement with quantifiable enhancement properties. A single-reflection geometry at an incidence angle below the attenuated-total-reflection (ATR) regime is used with ordinary planar, IR-transparent windows. The geometry circumvents the strong IR absorption of common polymer materials and of aqueous environments in the IR fingerprint region. This practice enables straightforward quantitative analyses of, e.g., adsorption kinetics as well as chemical and structural properties in dependence of external stimuli.